While some of the enclosed already is a well-known derivation, and the remaining may have been obtained in earlier publications, this note computes the first two moments of a Student's variate truncated at zero and of an absolute (or folded) Student's variate.
This note contains the derivation of both first moments of an absolute Student's variate, also called folded t in Johnson et al. (1994) and Psarakis and Panaretos (1990) , who initially derived the following moments when µ = 0, and of a truncated Student's variate, whose values I could not trace in Johnson et al. (1994) .
Absolute Student's variate
Given a regular Student's t variate X ∼ T (ν, µ, 1) , which is the Student's t distribution with location parameter µ and ν > 1 degrees of freedom (and w.l.o.g. variance 1), we are interested in the first two moments of the transformed rv |X|. Since the mean of the Student's t distribution only exists for ν > 1 we will assume this is the case in the rest of this note.
First, we have
where C(ν) is the normalising constant of the usual Student's t density, equal to the standard Student's's t density at zero f (0|ν), i.e.
Thus,
In particular, when µ = 0,
as obtained by Psarakis and Panaretos (1990) . Figure 1 represents the evolution of E µ,ν [|X|] when ν = 2 and µ varies. For the second moment, 
Truncated Student's variate
We now consider the variate X + associated with the restriction of the Student's t density to the positive real line. Its density is provided by
Therefore, we can derive from the previous calculation of E µ,ν [|X|] that
. Figure 2 represents the evolution of E µ,ν [|X|] when ν = 2 and µ varies. The second moment is slightly more involved to derive. From (ν > 2) we need to compute Therefore,
The corresponding var µ,ν (X + ) is straightforward to derive.
